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Learning the structure of the entanglement Hamiltonian (EH) is central to characterizing quantum
many-body states in analog quantum simulation. We describe a protocol where spatial deformations
of the many-body Hamiltonian, physically realized on the quantum device, serve as an efficient
variational ansatz for a local EH. Optimal variational parameters are determined in a feedback
loop, involving quench dynamics with the deformed Hamiltonian as a quantum processing step, and
classical optimization. We simulate the protocol for the ground state of Fermi-Hubbard models in
quasi-1D geometries, finding excellent agreement of the EH with Bisognano-Wichmann predictions.
Subsequent on-device spectroscopy enables a direct measurement of the entanglement spectrum,
which we illustrate for a Fermi Hubbard model in a topological phase.

Introduction – Significant progress has been made
in developing quantum simulation hardware [1, 2]. In
atomic physics, analog quantum simulators for Bose and
Fermi Hubbard models are realized with ultracold atoms
in optical lattices [3–10], and spin models can be imple-
mented with Rydberg tweezer arrays [11–13] and trapped
ions [14, 15]. A notable recent development is spatial
and temporal control, allowing addressing of single lattice
sites, and single-shot single-site read out of atoms [1, 2],
e.g. as spin and density resolved measurements with a
quantum gas microscope [16, 17]. The generic many-
body Hamiltonian realized in analog quantum simulators

has a (quasi-) local structure, Ĥ(g) =
∑
i giĥi, where

the ĥi act non-trivially on spatially contiguous sites i
as few-body operators. Achieving local control thus im-
plies tunability of the spatial couplings gi. Analog quan-
tum simulators are, therefore, capable of not only realiz-
ing homogeneous, i.e. ‘in-bulk’ translationally invariant

Hamiltonians Ĥ =
∑
i ĥi, but a whole family of spa-

tially deformed Hamiltonians Ĥ(g) with a spatiotempo-
rally programmable pattern g≡{gi}. This programma-
bility provides us with opportunities to design specific
classes of quantum protocols, running on the quantum
simulator, to achieve tasks of interest in quantum many-
body physics.

Below we describe a protocol based on a hybrid
classical-quantum algorithm [18] to learn the entangle-
ment Hamiltonian (EH) of a subsystem A of a quantum
many-body state [see Eq. 1]. In the protocol, a deformed

Hamiltonian Ĥvar
A (g) plays the role of an ansatz for the

EH, where g represents a small set of variational parame-
ters scaling polynomially with the system size. These are

∗ These authors contributed equally.

FIG. 1. Quantum variational learning (QVL) of EH a) sub-
system A is time-evolved with the deformed Hamiltonian
Ĥvar
A (g), while measuring observables 〈ÔA〉t at time instances
{tn}. A classical computer optimizes a cost function C(g) in a
feedback loop, minimizing the time variation of observables.
b) Fermi Hubbard Model, and subsystem A. c) Time vari-
ation of observables indicating convergence in the feedback
loop from the initial g0 to final gopt parameters, d) corre-
sponding cost function vs. iteration number of the optimizer.
The colormap visualizes the distance to the final parameter
vector ∆g = |gi − gopt|. Data plotted in c) and d) were
obtained in simulated runs for a 2-leg Fermi-Hubbard ladder
[see text and Fig. 2a),b)], monitoring double site occupancy
by means of a quantum gas microscope.

determined efficiently in a quantum feedback loop from
monitoring the time evolution of certain local, experi-
mentally accessible observables evolving under Ĥvar

A (g).
As outlined in Fig. 1a), our protocol differs from clas-
sical learning (CL) methods [19–22] by implementing a
quantum processing step through time evolution with the
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deformed Hamiltonian, acting in situ on the quantum
state stored in quantum memory of the quantum sim-
ulator. A unique feature of the present setting is that
the learned EH is also available as a physical Hamil-
tonian on the quantum device for further experimental
studies, such as, e.g., determining the entanglement spec-
trum (ES) through spectroscopy. This is in contrast to
tomography-based methods [23, 24], where the ES is ob-
tained by diagonalizing the (learned) EH on a classical
computer.

We emphasize that by devising variational quantum al-
gorithms in the framework of analog simulation we build
on existing, scalable and high-fidelity quantum hard-
ware, capable of realizing physically motivated varia-
tional ansätze for the EH. As illustrated below, this hard-
ware efficiency includes the ability to represent fermions
in Hubbard models naturally as fermionic atoms and as-
sociated fermionic quantum operations. While digital
algorithms [25–31] offer in principle a broader scope of
applicability, they come in general with the significant
hardware requirement of a freely programmable quantum
computer and involve a technical overhead for realising
fermionic models.

Ansatz for EH as deformed Hamiltonian – The entan-
glement Hamiltonian (EH) H̃A and the collection of its
eigenvalues {ξα}, the entanglement spectrum (ES), are
central to our understanding of complex quantum states
as they completely characterize all correlations in a sub-
system A. Given a many-body state ρ̂, they are related
to the reduced density matrix on A via

ρ̂A ≡ Tr¬A[ρ̂] ≡ exp(−H̃A) =
∑
α

e−ξα |ΦαA〉 〈ΦαA| . (1)

The ES can distinguish different quantum phases, e.g.
its low-lying part reflects the structure of the conformal
field theory (CFT) describing edge excitations in a topo-
logical phase [32, 33]. Moreover, the EH plays a key role
in the holographic approach to geometry emerging from
entanglement [34].

In many physically relevant cases, H̃A is a defor-
mation of the system Hamiltonian Ĥ. A seminal ex-
ample is provided by the Bisognano-Wichmann (BW)
theorem of local quantum field theory (QFT) [35]. It
states that the EH for the ground state of a relativis-
tic QFT and a subsystem A defined by x1 > 0 is given
by H̃A =

∫
x∈A dxβ(x)Ĥ(x)+c. Here Ĥ(x) is the energy

density of Ĥ, c is a normalization constant and the
EH is parametrized by a local “inverse temperature”
β(x) = 2πx1, taking the form of a linear ramp. We
emphasize that the BW theorem holds in arbitrary spa-
tial dimensions [36]. Remarkably, BW-like deformations
also provide excellent approximations for the EH of the
ground state in a variety of lattice models [37–40]. Based
on this observation, Ref. [41] proposed that, assuming the
validity of a lattice version of the BW theorem, the BW-
deformed Hamiltonian can be physically realized and
probed in quantum simulation experiments. In contrast,

our hybrid classical-quantum learning algorithm explic-
itly finds the optimal variational approximation for the
EH among a class of deformed system Hamiltonians.

Protocol – The key ingredient of the algorithm
is the capability of the quantum simulator to re-
alize unitary evolution under deformed Hamiltonians

Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
j⊂A gj ĥj , acting for some time t on a sub-

system of interest A. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, we first
prepare a desired quantum state, then evolve the subsys-
tem according to Ĥvar

A (g), and monitor the evolution of

local observables ÔA in the subsystem,

〈ÔA〉t ≡ TrA

[
ÔAe−iĤ

var
A (g)tρ̂Ae

iĤvar
A (g)t

]
. (2)

The classical-quantum feedback loop consists in find-
ing an optimal set gopt by minimizing the time variation
of the observables, i.e. we wish to enforce 〈ÔA〉t = const.
In practice, we achieve this by minimizing a cost function

C(g) =
∑
t∈T,ÔA∈O

(
〈ÔA〉t − 〈ÔA〉0

)2
, where T = {ti}

denotes a set of observation times. The precise choice of
observables ÔA is not critical for our protocol, as we ex-
pect the quantum dynamics to scramble them into com-

plex many-body operators as long as
[
ÔA, Ĥvar

A (g)
]
6= 0.

Thus, monitoring a small number of local observables
at different observation times {ti} provides a sufficient
number of constraints for the algorithm to find an opti-
mal variational approximation to the EH. This is efficient
in view of the quasi-local ansatz with a small set of vari-
ational parameters, and we refer to Appendix A for a
detailed technical discussion, including the choice of ob-
servables and the role of conservation laws.

We note that the EH is obtained from Eq. (2) only

up to a scale factor and an overall shift, H̃var
A =

βĤ(gopt)+c, i.e. the ES is determined as universal ratios,
κα = (ξα − ξα0

)/(ξα1
− ξα0

). As discussed in Appendix
section D, these scale factors can be determined in addi-
tional steps.

Learning the EH of ground states of the Fermi-Hubbard
model – We now demonstrate the quantum EH learning
protocol for the Fermi-Hubbard model (FHM). The FHM
is a paradigmatic model in condensed matter physics for a
strongly interacting quantum many-body system, and in
two spatial dimensions (2D) is central to studies of high-
temperature superconductivity. The FHM is described
by the Hamiltonian

ĤFHM =− J
∑
〈jk〉,σ

(
ĉ†jσ ĉkσ + H.c.

)
+ U

∑
j

n̂j↑n̂j↓ − µ
∑
jσ

n̂jσ ,
(3)

with ĉjσ (ĉ†jσ) destruction (creation) operators for

fermions on lattice site j with spin σ = {↑, ↓}. The
first term describes hopping of particles with tunneling
strength J between neighboring sites 〈jk〉, the second
term represents an on-site interaction with strength U
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FIG. 2. Quantum variational learning (QVL) of the EH for
different geometries of a Hubbard model. Left column: results
for a 5-site subsystem on the right boundary of a 10-site Hub-
bard chain with U/J = 1 and µ/J = −0.5. Right column:
results for a single chain in a 2-leg ladder with U/J‖ = 8,
J⊥/J‖ = 2 and µ/J = 0. a), b) lattice geometries with

highlighted subsystems. c), d) variational parameters goptj

obtained from optimization with 6 × 104 experimental runs
(QVL), fixing gj=1. The optimal parameters are rescaled (cor-
responding fidelities shown in Fig. 3) for comparison with the
EH parameters obtained by numerically optimizing the rela-
tive entropy (black solid lines, see also Appendix C). e), f)
Universal ratios κα calculated by diagonalizing the variation-
ally obtained EH Ĥvar

A (gopt) in comparison to exact eigenval-
ues of the reduced density matrix ρA. All simulations are per-
formed for the ground state in the zero magnetization sector.
Error bands are computed by repeating the entire optimiza-
tion run 10 times and computing the standard error.

with densities n̂jσ = ĉ†jσ ĉjσ, and the last term involves
chemical potentials µσ. The FHM is realized in state-of-
the-art quantum simulators employing fermionic atoms
trapped in optical lattices [5–8].

We illustrate quantum variational learning (QVL) of
the EH structure for the FHM with two examples (see
Fig. 2). The first example considers a 1D chain with
subsystem A on the right boundary [Fig. 2a)]. The sec-
ond example is a two-leg ladder, which is cut horizontally
defining A as the lower leg [Fig. 2b)]. For the two-leg lad-
der, we consider a slight modification to the FHM with
anisotropic hopping J → J‖, J⊥ between horizontal and
vertical links, respectively. In both FHM examples, we
assume the total system is in its ground state with half
filling, and in the zero magnetization sector. As an ansatz
for the deformed Hamiltonian to be learned for these ex-
amples, we choose Ĥvar(g) =

∑
j∈A gj ĥj , defined on a

subsystem A, with quasi-local operators centered on lat-

tice site j:

ĥj = −
∑

k∈〈jk〉∩A

∑
σ

J

2
(ĉ†jσ ĉkσ + H.c.) + Un̂j↑n̂j↓ − µ

∑
σ

n̂jσ,

(4)

where for the horizontally cut ladder, J = J‖. We note

that for the full system, ĤFHM ≡
∑
j ĥj , and that the

ansatz Ĥvar(g) =
∑
j∈A gj ĥj can thus be viewed as a

discretized lattice version of the BW deformation, as
originally defined in the continuum. Realizing such a
deformed Hamiltonian in the laboratory requires local
control over the Hamiltonian parameters J, U , and µσ,
which can be achieved e.g. by using digital mirror devices
to shape optical potentials [42], and through Raman in-
duced laser couplings [43]. Alternatively, time evolution
with a deformed Hamiltonian can also be naturally imple-
mented as digital quantum simulation, achieved with spa-
tially homogeneous Hamiltonians acting for short times
on properly chosen subregions of A (see Appendix B).

We numerically simulate the full protocol of determin-
ing the EH (Fig. 1), including quantum projective mea-
surements and variational optimization with an adaptive
DIRECT algorithm, as used in Ref. [15], constraining
the total number of experimental runs to 6 × 104. As
observables to be monitored, we choose the double oc-
cupancy on lattice sites for the first example [44], and
for the second example local tunneling elements J σj,j+1 =

ĉ†jσ ĉj+1,σ+H.c., which can be accessed by inducing super-
exchange oscillations accompanied by site-resolved mea-
surements in a quantum gas microscope [45, 46].

For the 1D Hubbard chain, Fig. 2c) shows the opti-
mized parameters gopt, consistent with the BW expecta-
tion of an approximately linear ramp, but bending over to
a parabolic shape due to boundary effects. For the two-
leg FHM with horizontal cut, Fig. 2 d) shows the learned
deformation as approximately flat, again in agreement
with a minimal version of BW. We can understand this
result perturbatively in the limit U � J⊥/|| for J⊥ � J||.
In this case, following [47], the EH is proportional to the
system Hamiltonian restricted to a single leg of the lad-
der.

Having learned the operator structure of the EH

Ĥvar(gopt) =
∑
j g

opt
j ĥj , and having a realization of the

EH available as physical Hamiltonian on the quantum de-
vice, we can proceed to extract entanglement properties
encoded in the EH with both classical or quantum (on
device) postprocessing. Below we focus on the entangle-
ment spectrum, which is obtained either by diagonalizing
the EH classically, or via ‘on device’ spectroscopy, which
potentially scales to regimes beyond classical postpro-
cessing.

Classical postprocessing of the EH – Fig. 2e,f) shows
universal ratios κα obtained by diagonalizing the learned
EH. The results compare favorably to the exact values
within 2σ error bands. To further quantify the perfor-
mance of the EH reconstruction, we compare in Fig. 3b)
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FIG. 3. Error assessment vs. number of experimental runs
NM : Maximally achievable Uhlmann fidelity with respect to
the exact density matrix ρ̂A as a function of the total num-
ber of measurements for a half-partition of a 10-site Hubbard
chain (NA = 5) for U/J = 1 as shown in the inset. For com-
parison, the blue data points represent a learning protocol
based on classical post-processing of measurement data [19].
The data show the median of the fidelity when the experiment
is repeated 100 times. We plot a selection of representative
error bars which indicate 2σ confidence intervals.

the Uhlmann fidelity F(ρ̂varA (g), ρ̂A) [48] of the recon-
structed state ρ̂varA (g) with respect to the exact density
matrix ρ̂A as a function of the total number of experimen-
tal runs. The analysis is performed for a 5-site subsystem
on the right boundary of a 10-site Hubbard chain as de-
picted in Fig. 3. We present results for a parametrization

of the form Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
j∈A gj ĥj , with operators ĥj as

defined in Eq. (4), which reaches fidelities close to 1 with
a remarkably small number NM ∼ O(104) of experimen-
tal runs. In our numerical experiments, we initialize each
variational search with a random parameter vector g0.

The blue curve in Fig. 3b) shows the behavior of the
Uhlmann fidelity for a classical protocol to learn the EH
as developed by [19] for system Hamiltonians, which we
adapt here to EHs. This approach is based on measuring
local observables ÔA which involve next- and next-next-
nearest neighbor atomic currents (see Appendix E). This
is in contrast to QVL, where measurement of nearest-
neighbour currents and local densities is sufficient. Fig. 3
shows results, where we estimate the scaling with a fi-
nite number of runs NM by adding independent Gaus-
sian noise to the observables OA, with zero mean, and
variance ε2 = Var(OA)/NM (see Appendix E). While
QVL is bound to the restriction of implementing de-
formed Hamiltonians on the quantum device, conver-
gence is achieved significantly earlier compared to CL.
We note that for CL the number of experimental runs
may be reduced by a factor ∼NA by grouping operators
OA into commuting sets which can be measured simul-
taneously.

On-device entanglement spectroscopy – The realiza-
tion of the EH as a physical Hamiltonian on the quantum
device allows measurement of the ES via spectroscopy
[41] (see also [49]). Below we illustrate such a quantum

FIG. 4. Entanglement spectroscopy of the Heisenberg model
on a ladder. a) Schematic of the setup, with subsystem A the
right half of a 12-site ladder. We fix the ratio of horizontal
to vertical couplings as J||/J⊥ = 0.25 and tune the relative
strength of diagonal and vertical couplings with λ ∈ [0, 1].
b) Level scheme of the low-lying part of the entanglement
spectra, indicating the dominant transitionsillustrated here
for ε = 0. c) Measured entanglement spectrum (see main
text), for small values ε of the perturbation, in the trivial
phase (λ = 0). d) Same as c) at λ = 1. e) Measured entan-
glement spectra versus λ, at ε = 0.05J̄⊥. All spectra are com-
puted assuming 5000 measurements per observable at each
time, measured up to t = 1000/J̄⊥.

post-processing step and simulate entanglement spec-
troscopy. To this end, we evolve the reduced system ρ̂A
once again, but now with a perturbation added to the
EH, Ĥvar

A (gopt) + εĤ ′. For an appropriately chosen weak

perturbation εĤ ′, the subsystem’s response exhibits a
quantum beat pattern with frequencies ∝ (ξα − ξβ) that
can be extracted by extrapolating ε→ 0.

For simplicity, we consider the FHM on a ladder geom-
etry [see Fig. 4a)] in the limit of large on-site interaction
U � J , where it reduces to the Heisenberg model de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑
〈ij〉

ĥij , ĥij = J̄
∑

a=x,y,z

σ̂ai σ̂
a
j , (5)

with the sum running over neighboring sites on the ladder
and we abbreviated J̄ = J2/(2U). We first apply our pro-

tocol to find an optimal EH, Ĥvar
A (gopt) =

∑
〈ij〉A g

opt
ij ĥij ,

for the subsystem A indicated in Fig. 4a). The ex-
pected level structure of the corresponding ES is shown
in Fig. 4b). In order to induce transitions that re-
solve the degeneracy of the low-lying levels, we then
evolve with the learned EH perturbed by a local mag-

netic field, Ĥ ′ =
∑
i0=1,2

~Bi0 · ~̂σi0 , supported on the two
sites i0 = 1, 2 at the edge of the entanglement cut indi-

cated by the red circles in Fig. 4a), with ~B1 = (1, 0, 1)

and ~B2 = (1, 0,−1/2).
We probe the response of the system by measur-
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ing f(t) = 〈
∑
j∈A(−1)jx+jy σ̂zj (t)〉 and plot the corre-

sponding discrete cosine transformed spectrum F (ν) in
Fig. 4c). The dominant lines correspond to transitions
between the ground state and the first three excited
states of H̃A. Beating between excited states is signifi-
cantly weaker due to the thermal occupation in the state

ρ̂A = exp
(
−H̃A

)
. Our results clearly demonstrate that

the values ξ1,2,3 − ξ0 can be obtained by extrapolating
the peak positions to ε = 0. Importantly, the Zeeman-
type splitting provides a clear resolution of the three-fold
degeneracy. In an experiment, the ability to resolve this
splitting will be limited by the coherence time of the de-
vice.

Measuring the ES and resolving its degeneracies con-
stitutes a powerful tool to distinguish different quantum
phases and identify topological order. Motivated by a
recent experiment [50], we demonstrate this possibility
in a generalized model, where we decrease the inter-leg
couplings

√
1− λ J̄⊥ while increasing new diagonal terms

with strength λ J̄⊥, as indicated by the dashed and dot-
ted links in Fig. 4a). This situation can be realized ex-
perimentally by displacing the two legs along the longitu-
dinal direction, thereby smoothly interpolating between
the previous analysis at λ = 0 and a Haldane phase at
large λ. According to the Li-Haldane conjecture [51], this
topological phase can be directly detected with the ES
by counting the degeneracy of the ground state of H̃A.
The simulated spectrum in Fig. 4d) shows six dominant
transition lines merging at ν ≈ 0 as ε → 0, which is a
direct signature of the expected four-fold degeneracy of
the ground state of H̃A in the thermodynamic limit (in
the zero magnetization sector). Finally, we sweep λ from
0 to 1, as illustrated in Fig. 4e), where the structure of
resonant peaks shifts to ν = 0. This directly reflects the
expected changes of the ES [cf. Fig. 4b)], demonstrating
that the on-device entanglement spectroscopy enables us
to probe the transition from the trivial to the topological
phase.

Outlook – Quantum variational learning provides a
universal experimental toolset in the ongoing experi-
mental effort to characterize novel equilibrium and non-
equilibrium quantum phases [13] via their entanglement
structure. Entanglement data obtained in the present
framework can serve as input for further classical anal-
ysis, e.g., to train machine learning algorithms to iden-
tify quantum phases [52]. The fact that the optimization
is performed on device is a key feature of our protocol,
which not only enables the subsequent spectroscopy, but
also provides robustness against potential miscalibration
of the experimental setup. Additionally, since our cost
function is built from local observables, we expect the op-
timization to behave favorably under the barren plateau
problem [53], though further investigations are required.
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Appendix A: Technical description of the quantum
algorithm

In the following, we first provide a technical descrip-
tion of our algorithm and then give a formal proof under
which sufficient conditions the algorithm is guaranteed
to succeed. We also discuss how symmetries of the re-
duced state affect the quantum variational learning of the
EH. Further below, we apply the proof to the examples
considered in the main text.

a. Description of the protocol – In the first step of
our protocol, we choose a variational class of Hamiltoni-
ans Ĥvar

A (g) that can be realized on the quantum simu-
lator. As discussed in the main text, the EH can often
be well approximated by a set of variational parameters
{goptj } that correspond to a deformation of the system
Hamiltonian.

The main part of our algorithm finds such an optimal
set of variational parameters in the following quantum-
classical feedback loop:

1. Prepare an initial state of interest ρ̂ at time t = 0.

2. Evolve the reduced state ρ̂A of the desired subsytem
A [see Eq. (1)] with the ansatz Ĥvar

A (g) up to some
time t > 0. Here we assume that the rest of the
system does not interfere with the evolution in A.

3. Measure the expectation value 〈ÔA〉t [see Eq. (2)]
of a set of observables {OA} for several times {t}.

4. Calculate a cost function C(g) [see below and
Eq. (A1)].

5. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for different variational param-
eters and minimize C(g).

The cost function C is not unique, but we require the
following property whose importance will become clear in
the proof of the protocol: (∗) For sufficiently many ob-
servables {OA} and observation times {t}, the minimiza-

tion C(gopt) = ming [C(g)] implies
[
Ĥvar
A (gopt), ρ̂A

]
= 0.
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A possible cost function, which we have used for the ex-
plicit calculations shown in the main text, is given by
summing the squared deviations of the observables, at
various times t, from their respective initial values,

C(g) =
∑
OA,t

[
〈ÔA〉t − 〈ÔA〉0

]2
. (A1)

The desired property (∗) follows from the equations of
motion for a set of observables that form a basis for all
hermitian operators, monitored at all times t > 0.

As illustrated in the main text, in practice few or even a
single observable can be sufficient for a successful learn-
ing of the EH. We attribute this to the assumed local
structure of the EH. Given that a local operator OA will
quickly scramble under the quantum dynamics generated
by a generic many-body Hamiltonian Ĥ(g), one can ex-
pect that for the cost function given in Eq. (A1) the
condition C(g) = 0 already provides sufficiently many

constraints to conclude that
[
Ĥvar
A (gopt), ρ̂A

]
= 0.

b. Proof of the protocol – Consider two commuting

operators X̂ =
∑
j xj ĥj and Ŷ =

∑
j yj ĥj . In particular,

to prove our algorithm we have X̂ = ˆ̃HA − c the exact

EH (up to the normalization c = log TrA

[
X̂
]
) and Ŷ =

Hvar
A (gopt) the optimal variational ansatz. Then

0 =
[
X̂, Ŷ

]
=

1

2

∑
j

∑
k 6=j

(xjyk − xkyj) Ĉjk , (A2)

where we abbreviated Ĉjk =
[
ĥj , ĥk

]
. (i) If the collection

of non-vanishing Ĉjk (excluding Ĉkj = −Ĉjk to avoid
double-counting) forms a set of linearly independent op-
erators, then Eq. (A2) implies the constraint xjyk = xkyj
for all pairs of coefficients corresponding to non-vanishing

Ĉjk. (ii) If additionally the operators ĥj are such that

the non-vanishing Ĉjk provide a network of “connected”
constraints, we can extend the equations xjyk = xkyj
to all coefficients. The solutions to this set of equations
are given by xj = βyj with a single parameter β for all
j. In summary, given the two conditions (i) linear in-

dependence of the Ĉjk, and (ii) “connectedness” of the

Ĉjk 6= 0̂, for the two operators X̂ and Ŷ , we have shown

that
[
X̂, Ŷ

]
= 0 already implies X̂ = βŶ .

Given a tentative EH ˆ̃HA =
∑
j g

opt
j ĥj +c and a corre-

sponding ansatz Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
j gj ĥj , we can thus check

the applicability of our protocol, assuming a cost func-
tion that satisfies the property (∗), by calculating the

commutator
[

ˆ̃HA, Ĥ
var
A (g)

]
. Repeating the above con-

siderations for a specific ansatz, it is straightforward to
determine whether and to which extent a vanishing com-
mutator relates the optimal ansatz with the exact EH.
We demonstrate this procedure explicitly for the exam-
ples considered in this letter further below

Following a similar reasoning as put forward in [20], we
expect generic physical Hamiltonians of non-integrable
models with quasi-local interactions and no further sym-
metries to fulfill the two necessary conditions. Intuitively,
the quasi-locality directly provides the required “connect-
edness” together with a sufficiently strong restriction on

allowed terms ĥj such that the resulting commutators

Ĉjk are generally independent.
c. The role of symmetries – Our protocol only de-

termines relative strengths of coupling terms which are
sensitive to the commutator with the EH. As a conse-

quence all operators that commute with ˆ̃HA lead to ad-
ditional undetermined coefficients, which can be inter-
preted as generalized chemical potentials for the Gibbs

state ρ̂A = e−
ˆ̃HA . There are at least two such coefficients,

namely the prefactor β corresponding to the conserva-

tion of “energy” of the EH,
[

ˆ̃HA,
ˆ̃HA

]
= 0, and the con-

stant c fixed by the normalization TrA [ρ̂A] = 1. Depend-
ing on the structure of the EH, there might be further
symmetries corresponding to conserved charges Q̂ with[

ˆ̃HA, Q̂
]

= 0, which result in further undetermined con-

stants µQ. Note that the assumption of a quasi-local EH
implicitly excludes chemical potentials for symmetries
which are not generated by an operator Q̂ =

∑
jQ
q̂jQ

with quasi-local terms q̂jQ .
For brevity, we next discuss the case of a single sym-

metry in more detail. Our considerations directly gen-
eralize to multiple (not necessarily global) symmetries
if the corresponding conserved charges commute among
each other, including the case of abelian gauge theories.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the q̂jQ are

included in the EH ˆ̃HA and in the ansatz Ĥvar
A (g), i.e.

there exist j = jQ such that ĥjQ = q̂jQ . We can then
uniquely rewrite

ˆ̃HA = · · ·+
∑
jQ

δgoptjQ
ĥjQ + µQQ̂ , (A3)

where we omitted terms that do not appear in Q̂ and we
introduced µQ =

∑
jQ
goptjQ

and
∑
jQ
δgoptjQ

= 0. With the

additional constraint
∑
jQ
gjQ = 0 imposed for Ĥvar

A (g),

the optimal solution can be written as

Ĥvar
A (gopt) =

1

β
( ˆ̃HA − c− µQQ̂) , (A4)

i.e. our protocol uniquely determines the EH up to the
“global” constants β, c and µQ.

Now, since
[
ρ̂A, Q̂

]
= 0, there exists a basis where

ρ̂A =
∑
α,Q e

−ξα,Q |ΦAα,Q〉〈ΦAα,Q| and we can separate

ξα,Q = ξ′α,Q + µQQ with ξ′α,Q the eigenvalues of ˆ̃HA for
µQ = 0 in a sector with fixed Q. Finally, we obtain that

the probability pQ = Tr
[
ρ̂AδQ̂,Q

]
to measure a particular

value Q is given by pQ = e−µQQp′Q with p′Q =
∑
α e
−ξ′α,Q .
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These facts suggest to carry out our protocol in each
Q-sector separately and first obtain the individual spec-
tra

{
ξ′α,Q

}
. We emphasize that at this point we require

knowledge of the correct values of β and c to fix the total
scales. If one is interested in comparing different sectors,
one can then calculate p′Q and measure pQ in order to de-

duce µQ from e−µQQ = pQ/p
′
Q. This approach is feasible

in cases where the operator Q̂ can be measured in single
shots of an experiment, such that the data can be sorted
according to the observed values of Q. This is the case
for the examples considered in this letter where Q corre-
sponds to magnetization or particle number. Resolving
different symmetry sectors becomes particularly impor-
tant in the context of quantum Hall states, where Li and
Haldane conjectured [] that the momentum dependence
of the ES can reveal the structure of the relevant CFT
governing gapless edge excitations.

d. Hubbard model – For the Hubbard model, we as-
sume that the exact EH has the form

ˆ̃HA =−
∑
〈nm〉,σ

tnmT̂
σ
nm +

∑
n

Unn̂
↑
nn̂
↓
m

+
∑
n,σ

δµσnn̂
σ
n +

∑
σ

µσN̂σ + c , (A5)

with tnm = tmn and
∑
n δµ

σ
n = 0. Here, we abbre-

viated the hopping terms T̂σnm = ĉ†n,σ ĉm,σ + h.c., the

densities n̂σn = ĉ†n,σ ĉn,σ and the total particle num-

bers N̂σ =
∑
n n̂

σ
n. This EH conserves total particle

number N̂ = N̂↑ + N̂↓ and the total magnetization

M̂ = N̂↑ − N̂↓, i.e.
[

ˆ̃HA, N̂
]

=
[

ˆ̃HA, M̂
]

= 0 and there-

fore ˆ̃HA parametrizes a reduced density matrix that is
block diagonal w.r.t. N̂ and M̂ .

To check whether ˆ̃HA can be learned by our protocol,
we make an ansatz Ĥvar

A of the same form with free pa-

rameters t̃nm, Ũn, δµ̃σn, but
∑
n δµ̃

σ
n = 0, and calculate

the commutator
[

ˆ̃HA, Ĥ
var
A

]
, which involves the following

three types of non-vanishing commutators,

[
T̂σnm, T̂

ρ
n′m′

]
= δσρδmn′

[(
ĉ†n,σ ĉm′,σ − h.c.

)
+ δnm′

]
+ δσρδmm′

[(
ĉ†n,σ ĉn′,σ − h.c.

)
+ δnn′

]
+ δσρδnn′

[(
ĉ†m,σ ĉm′,σ − h.c.

)
+ δmm′

]
+ δσρδnm′

[(
ĉ†m,σ ĉn′,σ − h.c.

)
+ δmn′

]
, (A6a)[

T̂σnm, n̂
ρ
n′

]
= δρσ (−δnn′ + δmn′)

(
ĉ†n,σ ĉm,σ − h.c.

)
, (A6b)[

T̂σnm, n̂
↑
n′ n̂
↓
n′

]
= δσ↑

(
ĉ†n,↑ĉm,↑ − h.c.

) (
−δnn′ n̂↓n + δmn′ n̂↓m

)
+ δσ↓

(
ĉ†n,↓ĉm,↓ − h.c.

) (
−δnn′ n̂↑n + δmn′ n̂↑m

)
. (A6c)

Collecting the coefficients of linearly independent op-

erators in the equation
[

ˆ̃HA, Ĥ
var
A

]
= 0, we obtain three

types of constraints. First, there are terms proportional
to fermion bilinears of the form

(
ĉ†n,σ ĉ`,σ − h.c.

)
with sup-

port on two different sites n and ` which share a common
neighbour m. For such indices, we obtain the constraints

tnmt̃m` = t̃nmtm` . (A7)

Similarly, terms involving four fermion operators, such

as
(
ĉ†n,↑ĉm,↑ − h.c.

)
n̂↓n for nearest neighbours n and m

lead to the constraints

t̃nmUn = Ũntnm . (A8)

Solving these sets of constraints, we obtain βt̃nm = tnm
and βŨnm = Unm with arbitrary β. Third, the re-
maining linearly independent operators are of the form(
ĉ†n,σ ĉm,σ − h.c.

)
supported on nearest neighbours n and

m. Using the relation between t and t̃, the remaining

coefficients yield the constraints

β (δµσm − δµσn) = δµ̃σm − δµ̃σn . (A9)

Under the condition
∑
n δµ

σ
n =

∑
n δµ̃

σ
n = 0, the solution

is given by βµ̃σn = µσn. In summary, we have Ĥvar
A =

1
β

(
ˆ̃HA − c−

∑
σ µ

σN̂σ
)

, i.e. the EH is determined up

to the four constants β, c, µ↑ and µ↓.

Appendix B: Realizing time evolution with the
deformed Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian as digital

quantum simulation

Quantum variational learning of the EH relies on the
ability to time evolve a subsystem A with a spatially
deformed Hamiltonian [see Eq. (2) in main text]. In
the case of the FHM [see Eq. (3) in main text] physi-
cally realizing these deformations as independent local
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control of Jjk, U, µσ may be challenging. Here we dis-
cuss strategies how to realize time evolution with the
deformed Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian as digital quan-
tum simulation, i.e. as a series of Trotter steps repre-
senting consecutive stroboscopic quantum quenches. As
we discuss below, this approach minimizes the experi-
mental requirements for the local controllability of the
onsite interaction energies. Simultaneously, the scheme
provides a natural realization of the required deforma-

tions Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
i giĥi, with ĥi the fundamental Hamil-

tonian building blocks as discussed in the main text.

In the remainder of this section we discuss the realiza-
tion of a single Trotter time step with a deformed Hamil-
tonian described by spatially varying parameters Ji,i+1,
Ui and µi. For notational clarity, we discuss the imple-
mentation for 1D and comment on extensions to higher
dimensional systems at the end of this section. In the 1D
case, the unitary operation implementing a single Trotter
time step with a deformed Hubbard Hamiltonian reads

e−iĤ
varτ = exp

{
−iτ

[
−
∑
iσ

Ji,i+1

(
ĉ†iσ ĉi+1σ + H.c.

)
+
∑
i

Uin̂i↑n̂i↓ −
∑
iσ

µin̂iσ

]}
= V̂ (τ, {Jij , Ui, µi}) +O(τ2).

(B1)

The time evolution up to time T = nτ can be approx-

imated as e−iĤ
varT ' V̂ n(τ, {Jij , Ui, µi}) up to Trotter

errors depending on the size of the time step τ .
As sketched in Fig. B.1, the unitary given in Eq. (B1),

can be assembled from smaller building blocks, consec-

utively acting on different regions A′ of the sublattice.
The circuits in panel a) and b) exhibit a layered struc-

ture, V =
∏
` v

(`)
A′ , where the unitary operations

v̂
(`)
A′ (J (`), T (`)) = exp

−iT (`)

−J (`)
∑
i∈A′,σ

(
ĉ†iσ ĉi+1σ + H.c.

)
+ U

∑
i∈A′

n̂i↑n̂i↓ − µ
∑
i∈A′,σ

n̂iσ

 (B2)

at a given layer ` depend on two parameters: a uniform
tunnelling matrix element J (`) and the quench time T (`)

measured in units of the Trotter time step τ .

Assembling the Trotter time step Eq. (B1) from build-
ing blocks given in Eq. (B2) comes with several advan-
tages. First, the onsite interaction U and the chemi-
cal potential µ are independent of the current layer `,
thus exhibiting a constant value throughout all building

blocks v̂
(`)
A′ . Second, the only Hamiltonian parameter to

be controlled in v̂
(`)
A′ is a global tunneling amplitude J (`),

while the spatial dependence of the parameters Ui and µi
[Eq. (B1)] is eventually achieved by accumulating phases
from varying the quench times for the current layer `.
This is particularly useful for deformations of the BW-
type, where the EH parameters follow a ramp, reaching
their maximum value at the boundary.

For a sufficiently small Trotter time step τ , it is
straightforward to relate the building block parameters
J (`) and T (`) to the final deformation parameters Ji,i+1,
Ui and µi is p. For the circuit displayed in Fig. B.1 a),
summing up all contributions from each layer together

with J (N) = 0 we obtain

Ji,i+1 '
i∑

`=1

J (`)T (`) , (B3)

Ui ' U
i∑

`=1

T (`) , (B4)

µi ' µ
i∑

`=1

T (`) , (B5)

which becomes exact in the limit τ → 0. Eq. (B3)-(B5)
provide a system of equations with a unique solution for
the unknown control parameters J (`) and T (`). How-
ever, from Eq. (B3)-(B5) it is evident that the parameters
Ui and µi cannot be controlled independently since they
obey a fixed ratio Ui/µi = U/µ. Crucially, this restric-
tion exactly matches the type of deformations required

for the ansatz Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
i giĥi since the ratio Ui/µi is

constant in ĥi.
The structure of the circuits depicted in Fig. B.1 a)

and b) facilitates an iterative solution of the system of
equations relating the parameters J (`) and T (`) to the
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FIG. B.1. Different schemes for implementing a single Trotter time step with a spatially deformed Hubbard Hamiltonian a)
A single Trotter time step given in Eq. (B1) assembled from building blocks acting on gradually shrinking subsystems of a
1D lattice. The spatial dependence of the interaction energies Ui and the chemical potentials µi is achieved by accumulating
phases during time evolution with the unitary building blocks v̂`A′ . b) Like a) but with unitary building blocks acting on two
neighbouring lattice sites. c) Implementation motivated by TEBD with local beam-splitting operations defined in Eq. (B8).

final deformation parameters. Given a deformation pat-
tern {Ji,i+1, Ui}, the solution for the case of Fig. B.1 a)
reads

J (`) = U
J`,`+1 −

∑`−1
i=1(−1)i−1U`−i

U` −
∑`−1
i=1(−1)i−1U`−1

(B6)

T (`) =
1

U

[
U` −

`−1∑
i=1

(−1)i−1U`−1

]
. (B7)

The solution for the circuit in panel b) exhibits an anal-
ogous structure, with the only difference that the numer-
ator in Eq. (B6) is given by J`,`+1. Note that in these
two examples, the number of layers coincides with the
number of lattice sites in the subsystem.

Finally, we briefly discuss a third version for realizing a
single Trotter time step [see Fig. B.1 c)] which is reminis-
cent of the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) with
matrix product states [54]. Here, each building block de-
pends on a single parameter given by the time window
of the local quenches. The blocks labeled by ŵi,i+1 act
as local beam-splitter operations on neighbouring lattice
sites given by

ŵi,i+1 = exp

[
iT (i,i+1)J

∑
iσ

(
ĉ†iσ ĉi+1σ + H.c.

)]
. (B8)

In this case the deformation parameters are directly re-
lated to the quench times Ji,i+1 = T (i,i+1)J , Ui = UT (i)

and µi = µT (i).
The schemes described above can be extended to 2D

and higher-dimensional lattices in a straight-forward way.
Like in the 1D case, the general idea is to decompose
the Trotter time step into smaller building blocks which
act on different subregions of the lattice, each depending
on a certain number of control parameters. The total
number of control parameters determines the flexibility of
the variational ansatz and the parameters of the building

blocks can be related to the final deformation parameters
via a system of linear equations.

Appendix C: Learning the EH by minimizing the
relative entropy

In Fig. 2, we showed that the gj parameters obtained
by our variational optimization agree well with the opti-
mal EH that is obtained by minimizing the relative en-
tropy [55]. Here we describe the latter method. We note
that minimizing the relative entropy gives the optimal
EH including the scale factor β and the overall shift c.

The reduced density matrix for the EH ansatz H̃A is
ρ̃A = exp(−H̃A)/Tr(exp(−H̃A)). The statistical distin-
guishability of ρ̃A and the true density matrix ρA can be
quantified by the quantum relative entropy S(ρA||ρ̃A) =

Tr (ρA(log ρA − log ρ̃A)). In terms of H̃A, we have

S(ρA||ρ̃A) = −S0 + Tr(ρAH̃A) + log Tr(exp(−H̃A)),
(C1)

where S0 = −TrρA log ρA is the von Neumann entropy
of ρA.

It can be shown that S(ρA||ρ̃A) ≥ 0, with equality iff
ρA = ρ̃A. Thus, one can learn an optimal approximation
of the EH by minimizing S(ρA||ρ̃A). For the minimiza-
tion, the first term in Eq. (C1) is an irrelevant constant.

The second term is the expectation value of H̃A, which
requires to compute numerically or measure in an experi-
ment the components of the given ansatz. The third term
plays the role of a free energy, ensuring the correct nor-
malization, and effectively corresponds to the constant
c.

In Fig. 2 of the main text, the dashed lines labelled by
“optimal EH” correspond to the EH parameters found by
minimizing the relative entropy as described above. In
order to compare the optimal parameters of our QVL pro-
tocol to the optimal parameters of the relative entropy
minimization, we have rescaled the former by a single
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FIG. D.1. BW ramps and β-prefactor as a function of the sub-
system size in a 1D Hubbard chain. a) Rescaled coefficients
of the EH for different bipartitions of a 50-site Hubbard chain
with U = 1 and J = 1 determined from entanglement eigen-
states (see main text). b) Initial slope of the BW gradient
β determined from panel a) and von Neumann entropy as a
function of the subsystem size.

constant β. For this comparison, we have used the same
constant as for the analysis presented in Fig. 3. Namely,
β is obtained independently by maximizing the fidelity of
a thermal state corresponding to EH (with the deforma-
tion fixed by QVL) at inverse temperature β w.r.t. the
exact reduced density operator.

Appendix D: Determining the constants β and c
from a scaling-hypothesis

Quantum variational learning of the EH, as described
in the main text, determines the EH in terms of the coeffi-
cients gj up to a global prefactor β and the normalization
constant c. Below we discuss a possible strategy to infer
this missing information by combining the results of our
protocol with additional properties, extracted for small
subsystems. In particular, the universality of the BW de-
formation suggests to determine the missing prefactor β
by matching a common slope to the optimal parameters
goptj (NA) for different sizes NA of the subsystem A. This
would enable to determine β for large subsystem sizes
by extrapolating the prefactor from smaller subsystems
where it can be determined by other means, e.g. by to-
mographic methods [23, 24]. Alternatively, one can learn
β more efficiently by minimizing the relative entropy of a
normalized state ∝ exp(−βĤvar

A ) w.r.t. the exact density
operator ρ̂A, which requires a classical diagonalization of

Ĥvar
A , but only a measurement of Tr

[
ρ̂A Ĥ

var
A

]
.

In the following we verify that such an extrapola-
tion is possible by analysing the EH for subsystems on
the right boundary of a 50-site Hubbard chain with
U/J = 1. To this end, we first perform DMRG cal-
culations to obtain an accurate MPS representation of
the Hubbard ground state. Second, we use a method to

infer the structure of the EH from entanglement eigen-
states |ΦαA〉 [56] for different subsystem sizes NA on the
right boundary of the chain which results in a “nor-

malized” EH ĤA(g) =
∑
j∈A gj ĥj with coefficients gj

normalized to one (
∑
j g

2
j = 1). The correctly scaled

EH Ĥabs
A that determines the reduced density matrix

via ρ̂A = exp(−Ĥabs
A ) is approximately related to the

normalized EH by a shift and a multiplicative factor
Ĥabs
A ≈ a + bĤA. We estimate the parameters a and b

through a linear fit of the eigenvalues ξα = 〈ΦαA| ĤA |ΦαA〉
versus the Schmidt coefficients λ2α which are a natural
byproduct of DMRG calculations: − log(λ2α) ' a+ bξα.

Having determined the fit parameters a and b, we de-
fine the absolute EH parameters as gabsj = bgj which are
plotted in Fig. D.1 a). The factor β is now defined as
the derivative (finite difference) of the coefficients gabsj at
the left boundary of the subsystem where the curves in
Fig. D.1 a) intersect the x-axis. We determine the finite
difference by fitting the BW ramps with a sin-function:
f(j, q) = q1 + q2sin[q3(x− q4)] as suggested by CFT [57].
As shown in Fig. D.1 b), β is largely independent of the
subsystem size, which supports our proposed extrapola-
tion. Given β, the constant c follows from the normal-
ization of the ES

(∑
α e
−ξα = 1

)
.

Appendix E: Comparison between quantum and
classical post-processing for learning the EH

In this section we further elaborate on the relation
of our quantum variational learning protocol to classi-
cal protocols in which the Hamiltonian is inferred from
local measurements on the input state |ΨG〉. Addition-
ally, we provide a detailed description of the classical
post-processing step used to obtain the data presented
in Fig. 3 in the main text, including a discussion of the
required observables and constraints. Finally, we com-
ment on possible modifications of our protocol in order
to extend its applicability to a wider class of Hamiltoni-
ans.

1. Relation to classical Hamiltonian learning
protocols

As discussed in the main text, the core element of our
protocol is the minimization of time variations of observ-
ables ÔA, with the aim of enforcing 〈ÔA〉t = const. By
evolving the quantum state for a finite time, the quantum
device effectively includes and evaluates all commutators
of the deformed Hamiltonian Ĥvar

A (g) with the chosen

observables ÔA, which follows from expanding the oper-
ators within the trace in Eq. (2) of the main text as
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eiĤ
var
A (g)tÔAe−iĤ

var
A (g)t = ÔA + it[Ĥvar

A (g), ÔA]

− t2

2
[Ĥvar

A (g), [Ĥvar
A (g), ÔA]]− i t

3

6
[Ĥvar

A (g), [Ĥvar
A (g), [Ĥvar

A (g), ÔA]]] + · · · .
(E1)

Our algorithm aims to enforce 〈ÔA〉t = const, which ef-
fectively implies that almost all commutators in Eq. (E1)
vanish, and thereby provides a sufficient amount of (non-

linear) constraints to uniquely determine Ĥvar
A (g) from a

small number of simple observables ÔA. In particular, in
the examples presented in the main text we select local
mutually commuting observables accessible in state-of-
the-art cold atom experiments.

In contrast, classical Hamiltonian learning protocols as
described in [19, 20] are based on the first order in time
expansion of Eq. (E1). The idea is to construct a vari-
ational Hamiltonian as an expansion in a local operator

basis {ĥj}: Ĥvar
A (g) =

∑
j gj ĥj and to determine the co-

efficients gj in such a way that the first order commutator

in Eq. (E1) vanishes for suitably chosen constraints Ô(n)
A .

Plugging the expansion of Ĥvar
A (g) into the commutator

results in a system of linear equations Mg = 0 with

matrix elements given by Mjn = i 〈[ĥj , Ô(n)
A ]〉 evaluated

in the initial state. Here the number of constraints ÔA
needs to be larger or equal than the number of elements

in the local operator basis {ĥj} in order to have at least
as many equations as unknowns. The optimal Hamil-
tonian coefficients gopt are given by the singular vector
of M corresponding to the smallest singular value, thus
minimizing the norm ‖Mg‖.

In Fig. 3 in the main text we compare classical learn-
ing of the EH as described in the previous paragraph
to our variational protocol in which we use different
parametrizations for Ĥvar

A (g). The operators in the lo-

cal basis {ĥj} are chosen to be the same as the ones
used in our deformed variational Hamiltonian [Eq. (4)
main text]. For the constraints we select operators

Ô(nσσ′) = i(ĉ†nσ ĉn+1σ − H.c.)n̂j±2σ′ , which provide a
sufficient number of linear independent rows in M [see
also Ref. [58]]. In order to analyse the effect of a fi-
nite number of samples NM , we impose Gaussian noise
on the matrix elements Mjn with a variance ε2 given

by ε2 = Var([ĥj , Ô(n)
A ])/NM . As discussed in the main

text, while the classical protocol is more flexible because
it does not require a physical realization of a deformed
Hamiltonian, it requires (for the example studied here) a
higher number of experimental runs as well as measure-
ments of observables which are more difficult to access
experimentally.

2. Extensions to a wider class of variational
Hamiltonians

In the main text, we have focused on cases where
the EH is well approximated by a deformation of the
system Hamiltonian. Since the exact form of the EH
is not known for general quantum many-body states,
it might be necessary to include more, possibly non-
local, terms in the ansatz for our variational protocol.
While this is straightforward for the classical learning
protocol, our quantum variational learning protocol ap-
pears to be restricted to directly experimentally realiz-
able Hamiltonians. However, as a natural extension con-
sider time evolution generated by a more general Hamil-
tonian K̂var

A (g,θ) = U(θ)Ĥvar
A (g)U†(θ), unitarily related

to the original deformation Ĥvar
A (g). Since

U(θ)e−iĤ
var
A (g)tU†(θ) = e−iK̂

var
A (g,θ)t , (E2)

we can effectively enlarge the variational class by includ-
ing an additional “encoding” and “decoding” step deter-
mined by the unitary operator U(θ), parametrized by
additional variational parameters θ. This extension in
principle allows to include arbitrary additional terms in
the variational ansatz, depending on the experimentally
available unitary operations U(θ).

Appendix F: Spectroscopy of the EH

The inspiration for our protocol to measure the ES
is off-resonant two-level Rabi oscillations. The wave
function of a two-level system, with detuning ∆ and
Rabi coupling Ω, undergoes oscillations at frequency√

Ω2 + ∆2/4. Observables oscillate at twice this fre-
quency, where the factor of two speedup arises from
squaring the amplitudes of the wavefunction. Thus, the
detuning ∆ can be obtained from the Fourier peaks of
the measurements of any typical observable 〈Ô(t)〉, in
the limit Ω→ 0.

Our protocol to obtain universal ratios of the ES mea-
sures observables when the system is driven by Ĥ(gopt)+

εĤ ′. Our system is multi-level, with the different lev-
els being the Schmidt vectors. The first term, Ĥ(gopt),
is diagonal in the Schmidt vector basis, and thus plays
the role of detunings in the two-level example. The per-
turbation εĤ ′ has nonzero matrix elements between the
Schmidt vectors, and thus provides the Rabi couplings
Ω. We chose the perturbation as an unequal magnetic
field on two lattice sites, which breaks SU(2) and U(1)
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FIG. F.1. Discrete cosine transform of 〈Ô(t)〉, in (a) the trivial
phase at δ = 1, and (b) the topological phase at δ = 0. Inset in
(b): Magnified view of the spectrum near ν = 0. Three large
peaks, corresponding to Rabi oscillations between the ground
state and the lowest three excited states, are prominently vis-
ible in (a). (b) shows five peaks near ν = 0, corresponding to
five of six pairwise Rabi oscillations between the four lowest
eigenstates of Ĥ(gopt). Here we chose ε = 0.05. The peaks
converge as ε→ 0.

symmetries. Therefore, all Rabi couplings between every
pair of Schmidt vectors is nonzero. Our system can then
be essentially viewed as undergoing several off-resonant
two-level Rabi oscillations [59]. Note that the dynamics
do not decompose into that of independent two-level sys-
tems, therefore the above two-level picture is not strictly
valid, but the two-level picture still suffices to understand
the essential physics.

As in the two-level case, the eigenvalue differences,
ξα − ξβ , of Ĥ(gopt) can be easily obtained from the

Fourier peaks of any generic observable 〈Ô(t)〉. We chose

the observable to be measured as Ô =
∑
j(−1)jx+jy σ̂zj ,

since it exhibits oscillations with relatively large ampli-
tudes and therefore large Fourier peaks. The heights of
the Fourier peaks are determined by a few factors. First,
the Fourier peak at frequency ∆αβ = ξα− ξβ depends on
the ratio Ω2

αβ/(Ω
2
αβ + ∆2

αβ/4) and the matrix element of

Ô between |ξα〉 and |ξβ〉. The second factor, which is the
more important factor in our protocol, is the occupation
of |ξα〉 and |ξβ〉. Our initial state is a thermal mixture,

ρ = exp(−H̃A) =
∑
α exp(−ξα) |ξα〉 〈ξα|. The occupa-

tions decrease exponentially with ξα, and therefore so do
the Fourier peak heights. Consequently, for moderate δ,
the most prominent Fourier peaks correspond to Rabi os-
cillations between the ground state |ξ0〉 and an excited
state |ξα 6=0〉. As one approaches the topological phase by
decreasing δ, the values of ξα for the low-lying excited
states decrease, thus increasing the occupation in these
levels. Then, one also begins seeing prominent Fourier
peaks due to Rabi oscillations between excited states, as
demonstrated in Fig. F.1.

Finally, we comment on the method used to convert
〈O(t)〉 to frequency space and extract the peaks. While
we always referred to Fourier peaks above, which are
peaks in the Fourier transform of 〈Ô(t)〉, one can also
obtain the spectrum from a discrete cosine transform
(DCT) or discrete sine transform of 〈Ô(t)〉. These trans-
forms involve expansions in cosωt or sinωt instead of
exp(iωt). We find that using the DCT, the frequency
resolution we can achieve for a given maximum time evo-
lution Tmax is roughly halved. This can be particularly
useful when approaching the topological phase, which has
degenerate levels.

Figure F.1(a) plots the DCT of 〈Ô(t)〉, denoted F (ν),
at δ = 1, ε = 0.05J , and Fig. F.1(b) plots F (ν) at
δ = 0, ε = 0.05J . The ringing around the peaks is
a common occurrence in the DCT. Nevertheless, three
prominent peaks are clearly visible in Fig. F.1(a), cor-
responding to Rabi oscillations between |ξ0〉 and |ξ1,2,3〉.
The three peaks converge to the same nonzero value as
ε is decreased, and become degenerate at ε = 0 due to
the symmetry of the Heisenberg model, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(c) in the main text. The spectrum in Fig. F.1(b)
shows five peaks close together at small frequencies (mag-
nified in the inset). These peaks arise from six pairwise
Rabi oscillations between the four lowest eigenstates of
Ĥ(gopt). Of the six peaks, five are resolvable. The peaks
converge to ν = 0 as ε→ 0, indicating the fourfold degen-
eracy of the eigenstates and thus the topological phase.
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